
 

Product Introduction 

 

Standard Hook and Loop  Hook and loop as common garment accessories ,is divided into hook and loop both sides . 

There are three quality grade according to customer request,100% nylon H&L ,70%nylon and 30% polyester H&L and 100% 

polyester H&L .  

 

Woven hook and loop  , Hook and loop take the woven edge technology to avoid the wire off. 

 

 

Flame resistance Hook and Loop , Flame resistance Hook and Loop accord with the FAR 25.853(a) standard, apply to aviation 

products, fire-proof suit etc. 

 

Adhesive Hook and Loop , Basically standard hook and loop and put glue on the back through the professional equipment ,cover the 

back by oiliness release paper ,then put the hook and loop glue the product . 

 

Injection Molded hook , It is made up by nylon material injection molding ,more Eco-Friendly and beauty .Belong to the high grade 

quality product in the hook and loop series . Apply to sport goods and outdoor products . 



 

Unit hook and loop is composed of one hook and one loop, a row of hook and a row of loop arranged in line neatly, folded in half can 

be self-bonding together, it is used in clothes commonly, medical supplies will also have some use. Using the special 

professional technology to manufacture unit hook and loop, reducing the product volume and save the space, and maintain the 

functionality of the hook and loop, Applied to bundled products such as wire straps, books straps, luggage straps, and zipper piece, 

etc., lightweight and convenient 

 

Back to back hook and loop  

 One side is loop ,the back side is hook , two side hook and loop is pressed slightly ,hook and loop are closed and take the circle 

shape to fix ,open the tape by pulling it from one end ,BTB could connect something ,replace the button , snapper ,zipper ,using 

easily ,saving time ,and material softer . 

Apply to cable bundle for indoor fitment ,family using ,industrial cable . 

 

Sewing thread  All kind of sewing thread dye and process ,the best choice for clothing industry. 

 

Un-napped loop  Injection Molded hook and Un-napped loop are usually used together in outdoor products ,such as ski-suits ,the 

north face and tent etc . 


